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At times Phuket Hashers are treated so some very interesting perspectives.

Today's hares, B.A. and Swollen Colon, used a section of the Mosquito Lake and Manik 
reservoir watershed winding us up through an area we haven't run in for many years.  
Some of the trails went through newly planted hillside orchards and others wound past 
and over the manicured drainage courses feeding strung-together catchments of different
sizes, shapes and depths, each with nurtured plants and some with fish.   As we climbed 
the two “noses” of this area we snaked up through palm oil and opening views across the
island in several directions we could actually focus on without tripping on roots and 
vines.  Well done hares!
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The weather held nicely for us giving us a few patters of rain early in the day giving us 
mostly sun and towering cloud formations.  Well done hares!

http://phuket-hhh.com/


GM Invisible Man, relishing in his next-to-last circle, marched through his check list of 
duties like a pro calling in Virgins, Departing, Returning, New Shoes, Birthdays, Special
Recognitions and the like before closing the circle before the remaining hashers had 
snuck away.

Campari, today's steward, was fortunate the Thai girls were
out of ear-range off to the side eating and Lucky Lek had
already left as he told joke after joke blasting Thais for
being naturally incompetent, idiots and brainless fools.
Looking around the circle there were lots of raised
eyebrows and a few comments remembering the last time
Lucky Lek became angry under similar insults.  Not well
done steward, and deserving of holding hash shit, which he
did!

Wilma, our impedimenta, passed out several numbered
shirts to several hashers meeting the 25-Run milestone, the
first level of recognition in PH3.  Several “black” shirts were awarded for a few reaching
higher numbers.  Well done to all.  It's amazing how fast these shirts come following that
first one.

We were especially happy to see Bill The Dick today who raced into the circle (once he 
got out of his chair) to be recognized as our oldest hasher today at 90-years-old.  Then 
BTD followed up by calling in “harry face” Smut to be given one of BTD's special 
chilling beer mugs which Smut promptly filled with cold beer and properly drained.

As our AGPU approaches all hashers are asked to consider helping PH3 during the 
coming year by volunteering to work with the committee, which is a great way for 
newer members to really meet the hashers.  Have a chat with people like Jaws, 
Manneken Pis or Tequila Slapper—then see the GM
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https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.897987419039837&type=3

